INTRODUCTION
Scanning electron acoustic microscopy (SEAM) is one of a number of new microscopic imaging techniques using acoustic waves that have appeared during the last decade or so [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Although SEAM has been applied to the characterization of a wide variety of materials [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , only recently has it been applied to the assessment of brittle materials [16, 17] . We have found [17] that SEAM images of Vickers indentations of SiC whisker-reinforced alumina clearly reveal not only the radial cracks, the length of which can be used to assess the fracture toughness of the material, but also reveal strong contrast, interpreted as arising from the combined effects of lateral cracks and the residual stress field left in the SiC whisker-reinforced alumina by the indenter. The strong contrast is removed after the SiC whisker-reinforced alumina is heat-treated at l0000c in order to relieve the residual stresses around the indentations. Similar studies were performed in soda-lime glass where a comparison of SEAM and reflected polarized light observations of Vickers indentations in the glass both before and after heat-treatment confIrmS our interpretation of the strong contrast. We develop here a mathematical model of image contrast in SEAM due to the effect of residual stresses in materials. Although the work was motivated by the experimental findings in ceramics, the theory is applicable to other materials as well.
THEORETICAL MODEL OF STRESS CON1RAST
We have recently developed a mathematical model of the three-dimensional temperature distribution and resulting stress field in a disc sample subjected to an incident, modulated electron beam and have obtained an expression for the output signal from a piezoelectric transducer coupled to the sample [18, 19] . The equations indicate that the modulated electron beam in SEAM generates both a thermal wave and an acoustic wave simultaneously in the sample. In a thennally thick sample the thermal wave attenuates very rapidly, but information about the thermoelastic properties in the irradiated region is still carried by the acoustic wave and detected by the transducer coupled to the sample. A number of acoustic wave modes are generated, not only by thermal wave mode conversion but also by the driving source itself. Their amplitudes are found to depend on the intensities of the driving source and the thermal waves and on their gradients at the boundary surfaces.
Electron-acoustic si~nal
For thermally thick samples with large electron beam attenuation we may approximate the transducer signal output Vacoust as [19] (1) where i = .J-l, e31 is the piezoelectric constant. £33 is the dielectric constant. II is the transducer thickness. Al =nbl 2 is the coupling area between the transducer and sample. (0 is the angular chopping frequency, ~ is the fraction of electron beam absorbed power converted to heat. Po is the incident electron beam power, Zo is the electron beam penetration depth into the material and 13 is the electron beam attenuation coefficient. The thermoelastic parameters in Eq.(l) are the thermal expansion coefficient aT. the Lame constants A and 1.1.. the mass density p. the specific heat C and the thermal conductivity 1(. The thermoelastic parameters are known to be sensitive to residual and applied stress fields in the material and in order to evaluate stress contrast in SEAM it thus necessary to consider the variation of each thermoelastic parameter as a function of strain. The variation in the transducer signal output. hence SEAM contrast, as a function of strain is then assessed from the individual thermoelastic contributions via Eq.(1).
We can simplify the thermoelastic component of Eq.(1) by introducing the relationship between the thermal expansivity aT and the Griineisen parameter 'YO of the material given by (2) and the relationship between the thermal conductivity K and the thennal diffusivity dt given by
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq.(1), we obtain the output signal from the transducer to be
We see from Eq.(4) that in order to determine the variation in the acoustic signal output as a function of strain it is necessary now to calculate only the variations in the thermoelastic parameters 'YO' p and dt as a function of strain.
Strain dependence of the thermoelastic parameters
At room temperature for cubic crystals the Griineisen parameter 'Yo can be written in terms of the strain-generalized mode Griineisen parameters "ff as [20] 
where the strain-generalized mode Gruneisen parameters are defined in terms of the derivatives of the modal vibrational frequencies <OJ with respect to the Lagrangian strains T\aj3 according to the expression (6) The sum is taken over the normal vibrational modes i = (N. U) of the solid where N is the direction of acoustic wave propagation and U is the polarization corresponding to a given mode. In the anisotropic continuum model [20] the modal frequency <OJ is directly proportional to the acoustic natural velocity Wi of that mode. We may thus write where Po is the mass density in the unperturbed (Le., unstrained) state. (7) Thurston and Brugger [21] have shown that the acoustic natural velocity is related to the strain TJa13 the second-order Brugger elastic constants Cijkl and the thermodynamic tensions fij of the solid according to the expression (8) The overbar in ri' and Cijld denotes that the parameters are evaluated in the strained state of the material. Substituting Eq.(8) into Eq.(7) and evaluating the resulting expression in the un strained state of the material, we obtain (9)
where in the derivative operation the second-order elastic constants are determined from Cijld = (afijlOrtId )11=0 and the third-order elastic constants are determined from Cijklmn = (aCijkJlOrtmn)11=o, Eq.(9) allows calculations of the strain-generalized mode Gruneisen parameters for all modes completely in terms of the second and third-order elastic constants of the material.
Since we are concerned with variations in the thermoelastic parameters with strain, we now consider for expediency a uniaxial strain along the x-direction and write the fractional change of the Gruneisen parameter with strain as (10) where AYG is the variation in YG due to the strain TJ 11. From Eq.(5) we write (11) and from Eq. (9) 
where the fourth-order elastic constants Cijldmnpq = (OCijklmn/11pqht=o.
The contribution of the variation of the Griineisen parameter as a function of strain to the variation of the acoustic output signal can now be calculated from Eqs. (9), (10) and (12), if the elastic constants of orders two through four are known. Although the second-order elastic constants have been measured for a number of materials, the third-order constants have been measured on relatively few materials and the fourth-order constants have been even more rarely measured. Cantrell [221, however, has shown that in general the elastic constants of cubic solids of any order are approximately an order of magnitude larger than the elastic constants of the previous order and are opposite in sign. Using these results, we calculate that the fractional change in the Griineisen parameter as a function of strain to be
'fa 'faOTtll (13) where we have set the strain d1111 = 11. In the calculation of Eq.(13) the sum is performed only over the pure mode propagation directions of cubic crystals. Such an approximation is expected to introduce an error not substantially greater than that made in estimating the relative magnitudes of the elastic constants of different orders.
We now consider the variation in the thermal diffusivity as a function of strain by noting that the thermal diffusivity depends directly on the phonon mean free path. Since the mean free path in tum depends on the mass density of the material, we assume that the change in the thermal diffusivity to fIrst order approximation is proportional to the change in mass density as (14) Using Eq. (14), we may thus write the fractional change in the denominator of Eq. (4) as (15) Variation in acoustic output signal as a function of strain From Eqs.(4), (13) and (14) we fInd the fractional change in the acoustic output signal due to strain in the material to be (16) Since Eq.(16) provides a means of directly comparing the effects of strain fields in the material with relative variations in the acoustic signal generated by the chopped electron beam, it also provides a means of directly assessing SEAM image contrast due to such fields.
CONCLUSION
Eq. (16) predicts that regions of predominantly tensile strain (positive 11) should produce a fractional change in acoustic output signal that is opposite to that produced in regions of predominantly compressive strain (negative 11). In our SEAM examination of Vickers indentations in both SiC whisker-reinforced alumina and soda-lime glass [17] , we fmd this to be the case. In particular, we find that in regions near the ends of the radial cracks, induced by the Vickers indentation, the SEAM micrographs reveal a rather large variation of the acoustic output signal. This is an indication of a rather large strain field in the region and is in agreement with theoretical models of the strain fields expected from Vickers indentations in brittle materials [23, 24] . Tensile strains of the order 0.2% -0.3% (and in some cases higher) are possible in brittle materials, especially in whisker-reinforced ceramics [25] . Such strains, according to Eq.(l6), would produce a variation of the acoustic output signal of the order 1 %. Variations of this size are well within the image contrast and signal processing capability of the SEAM electronics.
It is important to note that the effects of strain on the acoustical resonance patterns of the sample-transducer system have not been considered in the present model. Such resonances do play an important role in image contrast [15, 18] and can be formally included in the analysis by beginning with an appropriate, though more complex, generalization ofEq.(I) [19] . We have focussed here, in using Eq.(I), only on the relatively simple effects of strain on the thermoelastic signal generation. Such a focus is expected to give a good order-ofmagnitude estimate of stress-induced contrast.
Finally, while the present theory is based for reasons of expediency on the assumption of cubic symmetry, the results are expected to hold, to within the approximations made, for "quasi-isotropic" materials as well. Application of Eq.(16) to materials such as glass, which has a long-range random atomic arrangement, is on less certain ground, but is expected, nonetheless, to provide a reasonable estimate of actual experimer.tal values.
